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Abstract. The article is devoted to the formalization and description of impulse-sliding regime in nonlinear dynamical systems that
arise in the application of impulse position controls of a special kind. The concept of trajectory impulse-sliding regime formalized
as some limiting network element Euler polygons generated by a discrete approximation of the impulse position control This paper
differs from the previously published papers in that it uses a definition of solutions of systems with impulse controls, it based on
the closure of the set of smooth solutions in the space of functions of bounded variation. The need for the study of such regimes is
the fact that they often arise when parry disturbances acting on technical or economic control system.

INTRODUCTION

Positional optimal control input usually as a result of the replacement in program optimal control start time of control
and the start position on an arbitrary time and an arbitrary position of the system. As a result, we have a situation
where at any given time is required to implement a impulse action (sliding impulse). In this situation the solution of the
differential equation is not formalized in terms of the theory of differential equations. In turn, this type of control can
lead to movements, sliding on some surfaces in the phase space. In this paper, we introduce the definition of impulse-
sliding regime-generated positional impulse control of a special kind. The formalization of the concept of solution
impulse-sliding regime based on the discrete scheme, which allows you to build a network of Euler polygons, and
then determine the limiting element of the network Euler polygons. Note that in contrast to the previously published
results [1, 2] in this paper we use the definition of a solution [3, 4] based on the determination of the reaction system
to impulse control, which is constructed by closing the set of smooth solutions in the space of functions of bounded
variation. This definition is a natural solution from the point of view of control theory (see [5]).

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We consider the following dynamical system

ẋ(t) = f (t, x(t)) + B(t, x(t))u t ∈ [t0, ϑ], (1)

with the initial condition
x(t0) = x0. (2)

Here x and u are, respectively, n and m dimensional functions, B(·, ·) is m × n continuous at [t0, ϑ] × Rn matrix
functions. The elements f and B satisfy to conditions ensuring the existence and extendability of solutions for any
integrable u(t). In addition, we assume that the elements of matrix B(t, x) are continuously differentiable and satisfies
the Frobenius condition

n∑
ν=1

∂bi j(t, x)
∂xν

bνl(t, x) =
n∑
ν=1

∂bil(t, x)
∂xν

bν j(t, x). (3)
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According to [3, 4], this condition will provide a unique response system (1) to impulse action.
Similarly to [1, 2], we mean by a impulse-position control the operator t, x −→ U(t, x), which maps the extended

phase space t, x into the space of m vector distributions [6] by the rule

U(t, x(t)) = r(t, x(t)) δt. (4)

Here r(t, x) is a vector function with values in Rm, defined on the space of positions, δt is the Dirac impulse function
concentrated at the point t. The control of this type in particular, arise in the construction of positional impulsive
controls in degenerate linear-quadratic optimal control problems [1, 7, 8]. We call the reaction of system on the
positional impulse control U(t, x(t)) as in [1, 2] as a impulse-sliding regime. The formalization of a impulse-sliding
regime based on the discrete scheme.

We define a network of “Euler poligon” xh(·), corresponds to the direction ordering to the parameter h =
max(tk+1 − tk). As a result, we will to have a partitions t0 < t1 < ... < tp = ϑ. ¡¡Euler poligon¿¿ xh( cdot) is
constructed as a continuous on the left function of bounded variation, which is a solution of equation

ẋh(t) = f (t, xh(t)) +
p∑

i=1

B(t, xh(t))r(ti, xh(ti))δti (5)

with initial condition x(t0) = x0. he solution of the last equation is understood in the sense of [3, 4]. It should do
some explanation as to why the function r depends on ti, x(ti), and the matrix function B from t, x. At the time of ti
we calculate the value of the correcting impulse r(ti, x(ti)). Then r(ti, x(ti)) behave on the control device it realized
certain approximation of ideal impulse. Therefore, as a solution (Euler lines) we understand an ideal solution (a
function of bounded variation), which is a pointwise limit of a sequence of smooth solutions built using integrable
approximations of impulse actions, implementing network “Euler poligon” xh(·). Note that the definition of system
solutions with impulse controls based on approximation approach is natural from the point of view of optimal control
theory [5]. According to [3, 4], “Euler poligon” (solution of (5)) will satisfy the equation

xh(t) = x0 +

∫ t

t0
( f (ξ, xh(ξ)) + v(t)) dξ +

∑
ti<t

S (ti, xh(ti), r(ti, xh(ti)), (6)

and jump functions defined by the equations:

S (ti, xh(ti), r(ti, xh(ti))) = z(1) − z(0), ż(ξ) = B(tti , z(ξ))r(ti, xh(ti)), z(0) = xh(ti). (7)

Note that in contrast to the [1, 2] when the matrix function B depends on x, jumps in the “Euler poligon” are determined
by the equations (7). Therefore, “Euler poligon” discussed in this paper will be different from the “Euler poligon”
of [1, 2] way to build jumps. It is also possible to interpret this difference as follows. In [1, 2] control vector has
dimension n, the matrix B(t, x) is an attribute of control, here the matrix B(t, x) is an attribute of the control system,
and the dimension of the control u is m.

We assume that for all admissible t and x the equality

r(t, x + S (t, x, r(t, x))) = 0. (8)

realized. This means that the phase point x(t) after the impulse actions at moment t will be on manifold r(t, x) = 0.
Positional control (4) makes it impossible to get the phase point from the manifold r(t, x) = 0.

THE ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE NETWORK {xh(·)}

In this section we consider the asymptotic properties of the network {xh(·)}.
Lemma 1. Let for all admissible values of t, τ, x and y the inequalities holds

||S (τ, y, r(τ, y)) − S (t, x, r(t, x))|| ≤ L(|τ − t| + ||y − x||), (9)

|| f (t, x)|| ≤ C(1 + ||x||). (10)
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Then for all admissible partitions h and all t ∈ [t0, ϑ] the set of “Euler poligon” is bounded, what means that there
exists M > 0 and the inequality

||xh(t)|| ≤ M (11)

be holds for all {xh(·)}.
Proof. According to (6) and (10) the following inequality holds

||xh(t)|| ≤ ||x(t0)|| +C
∫ t

t0
(1 + ||xh(s)||) ds +

∑
ti<t

||S (ti, xh(ti), r(ti, xh(ti))||. (12)

At the time ti−1 + 0 after the action of impulsive control, we have the equality

S (ti−1, xh(ti−1 + 0), r(ti−1, xh(ti−1 + 0)) = 0.

Therefore taking into account (9) following chain of inequalities

||S (ti, xh(ti), r(ti, xh(ti))|| = ||S (ti, xh(ti), r(ti, xh(ti))

−S (ti−1, xh(ti−1 + 0), r(ti−1, xh(ti−1 + 0))|| ≤ L(ti − ti−1 + ||xh(ti) − xh(ti−1 + 0)||) (13)

According to (10),

||xh(ti) − xh(ti−1 + 0)|| ≤
∫ ti

ti−1

|| f (ξ, xh(ξ)))||dξ ≤

≤ C(ti − ti−1 + L
∫ ti

ti−1

(1 + ||xh(ξ)||)) dξ (14)

As a result, from (12) taking into account (13) and (14) we obtain the inequality

||xh(t)|| ≤ ||x(t0)|| + (L +C)(t − t0) + L(1 +C)
∫ t

t0
||xh(ξ)|| dξ. (15)

Applying the estimation for the solution of inequality from [9] to (15) we have

||xh(t)|| ≤ (||x(t0)|| + (L +C)(ϑ − t0))eL(1+C)(ϑ−t0).

Thus, we obtain the estimation (12), where

M = (||x(t0)|| + (L +C)(ϑ − t0))eL(1+C)(ϑ−t0).

Lemma 2. Let the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied. Then any confinal sequence xhp (·) contains a uniformly
convergent on (t0, ϑ] subsequence whose limit is an absolutely continuous function x̃(t). Moreover, all this limits x̃(t)
will satisfy to condition r(t, x̃(t)) = 0.

Proof. The proof is based on a generalization of Arcels lemma from [10]. Let xhi (·) is a confinally sequence.
According to (7)

||xhi (t′′) − xhi (t′)|| ≤
∫ t′′

t′
|| f (t, xh(t))||ds +

m(t′′)∑
k=m(t′)+1

||S (tk, xhi (tk), r(tk, xhi (tk)))||. (16)

Here m(t) is the nearest point at the left in partition which is produces of “Euler poligon” xhi (·). According to (7),

||S (tk, xhk (tk), r(tk, xh(tk)))|| = ||S (tk, xh(tk), r(tk, xh(tk)))||−

||S (tk−1, xhi (tk−1 + 0), r(tk−1, xhi (tk−1 + 0)))||
Taking into account (9) we have

||S (tk, xhi (tk), r(tk, xh(tk)))|| ≤ L(tk − tk−1 + ||xhi (tk) − xhi (tk−1 + 0)||).
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At the same time

xhi (tk) − xhi (tk−1 + 0) =
∫ tk

tk−1

f (ξ, xh(ξ))dξ.

Taking into account (10) we obtain

||S (tk, xhi (tk), r(tk, xh(tk)))|| ≤ L(tk − tk−1 + M1(tk − tk−1)) = L(1 + M1)(tk − tk−1), (17)

where M1 = C(1 + M). Thus from (16) and (17) it follows that

||xhi (t′′) − xhi (t′)|| ≤ (M1 + L(1 + M1))(t′′ − t′) + L(2 + M)(t′ − ttihi ) (18)

where ttihi is the nearest point at the left in partition hi to tho the point t′. The last inequality allows us to apply a
generalization of Arcels lemma [10] and ensures the existence of a subsequence xhi (·) that converges uniformly to
x(·).

Now, we pass to the limit in (18) at i→ ∞. As a result we have ||x(t′′) − x(t′)|| ≤ (M1 + L(1 + M1))(t′′ − t′). This
means that x(t) is absolutely continuous function at (t0, ϑ].

Now we show that the limiting element of the network xh(·) belongs to the manifold r(t, x) = 0. Let tmthi is the
the nearest point at the left to the point t in partition hi. The foolowing inequality holds

||r(t, x(t)|| ≤ ||r(t, x(t)) − r(t, xhi (t)) + r(t, hi(t))|| ≤ ||r(t, x(t)) − r(t, xhi (t))||

+||r(tmthi x
hi (tmthi + 0)) − r(t, xhi (t))|| ≤ L[||x(t) − xhi (t)|| + (t − tmthi )

+||xhi (tmthi + 0) − xhi (t)||] ≤ L[||x(t) − xhi (t)|| + (L + M)(t − tmihi )]. (19)

In view of the uniform convergence of the sequence xhi (·) to x(t) the first term in (19) tends to zero. The second tends
to zero because for i→ ∞ and hi → 0. This means that r(t, x(t)) ≡ 0 for t ∈ (t0, ϑ].

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION DESCRIBING IMPULSE-SLIDING REGIME

This section is dedicated to the conclusion of differential equations, describing impulse-sliding regime.
Lemma 3. Suppose that the functions S (t, x) and r(t, x) are differentiable in all the variables. Then

Ŝ (tk, xh(tk)) − Ŝ (tk−1, xh(tk−1 + 0)) =
∫ tk

tk−1

[
∂S (ξ, xh(ξ), r(ξ, xh(ξ)))

∂ξ
+
∂S (ξ, xh(ξ), r(ξ, xh(ξ)))

∂x
f (ξ, xh(ξ))

+
∂S (ξ, xh(ξ), r(ξ, xh(ξ)))

∂r
∂r(ξ, xh(ξ))
∂x

f (ξ, xh(ξ))
]

dξ, (20)

where Ŝ (t, x) = S (t, x, r(t, x)).
The lemma follows from the Newton-Leibniz formula, because on the integral we can see the total derivative of

the function Ŝ (t, x(t)) and on t.
Theorem 1. Let the functions S (t, x) and r(t, x) are differentiable on all variables. Then the limiting element of

impulse-sliding regime described on the set (t0, ϑ] by the equation

ẋ =
∂S (t, x, r(t, x))

∂t
+
∂S (t, x, r(t, x))

∂r
∂r(t, x)
∂t

+

(
E +
∂S (t, x, r(t, x))

∂x
+
∂S (t, x, r(t, x))

∂r
∂r(t, x)
∂x

)
f (t, x), (21)

x(t0 + 0) = x(t0) + S (t0, x(t0), r(t0, x(t0))).

Proof. According to (6), (8) and (20), xh(t) satisfies to equation

xhi (t) = x(t0 + 0) +
∫ t

t0
f (ξ, xhi (ξ))dξ +

∫ tmhi

t0

[
∂S (ξ, xhi (ξ), r(t, xhi (ξ)))

∂ξ

+

(
∂S (ξ, xhi (ξ), r(ξ, xhi (ξ)))

∂x
+
∂S (ξ, xhi (ξ), r(ξ, xhi (ξ)))

∂r
∂r(ξ, xhi (ξ))
∂x

)
)

f (ξ, xhi (ξ))
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+
∂S (ξ, xhi (ξ), r(ξ, xhi (ξ)))

∂r
· ∂r(ξ, xhi (ξ))

∂ξ

]
dξ.

Limiting element confinal sequence xhi (t) is absolutely continuous function x(t). Let the subsequence of the sequence
xhi (t) converges to x(t). The time tmhi tends to t. Therefore, passing to the limit we obtain that x(t) is a solution of the
integral equation

x(t) = x(t0 + 0) +
∫ t

t0
f (ξ, x(ξ))dξ +

∫ t

t0

[
∂S (ξ, x(ξ), r(t, x(ξ)))

∂ξ

+

(
∂S (ξ, x(ξ), r(ξ, x(ξ)))

∂x
+
∂S (ξ, x(ξ), r(ξ, x(ξ)))

∂r
∂r(ξ, x(ξ))
∂x

)
)

f (ξ, x(ξ))

+
∂S (ξ, x(ξ), r(ξ, x(ξ)))

∂r
· ∂r(ξ, x(ξ))

∂ξ

]
dξ.

Differentiating the last equation with respect to t, we find that the function x(t) satisfies the differential equation (21).
The theorem is true.

Example 1. Consider the control system

ẋ(t) = x(t)u + 2, (22)

where the control u has the form
U(t, x(t)) = r(t, x(t)) δt.

Here
r(t, x) = − ln x.

The set of sliding given by the equation r(t, x) = − ln x = 0 and is the line x(t) = 1. The jumps in the system (22)
are given by function S (t, x, r(x)) = x(er(x) − 1). Substituting this information into equation (21). The result is that the
impulse-sliding regime described by the equation ẋ = 0 with the initial condition x(0+) = 1.

Example 2. Now consider the control system{
ẋ1(t) = x2(t),
ẋ2(t) = −x1(t) − x2(t) + x2(t)u. (23)

Here the control u has the form
U(t, x(t)) = r(t, x(t)) δt, (24)

x = (x1, x2)T and
r(t, x) = − ln x2.

Impulse control should keep the phase point on the plane x2 = 1. Reaction of system to impulse control is given by
functions

S (t, x, r) =
{

0
x2(er − 1). (25)

Substituting S (t, x, r) and r(t, x into the equation (21) we obtain, that impulse-sliding regime will be described by the
equation ẋ1 = x2, ẋ2 = 0 with the initial condition x1(0) = x0, x2(0+) = 1.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we formalize the notion of a pulse-sliding mode. The differential equation describing the limiting element
of impulse-sliding regime is obtained. Illustrative examples are given.
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